
Junior Product Developer

As a Retro-inspired brand selling Unisex clothing with our Signature use of Colour
and Print, at Harper & Lewis we aim to offer a product that stands out. With a Vintage
archive serving as a source of everlasting inspiration, we are sure to evoke a sense
of Nostalgia throughout all of our designs.

We are looking for an In-house Junior Product Developer with knowledge across
multi-product to support our Design Team in the continuous creation and
development of new season collections.

Roles & Responsibilities:

- Organising all samples, measuring, assisting with fit sessions, taking notes & pictures
for future reference

- Maintaining and Updating the Critical Path, Checking in with other departments to
ensure it is met.

- Responsible for chasing Suppliers for all Fit and Shipment samples
- Prepare Tech Packs/ Spec Sheets to be sent off to Factories
- Assist in the development of Product from Research to Production
- Assisting with tasks including Preparation of Moodboards, CAD Colour-ups, assisting

on shoots etc
- General day to day organisation of the department including fit samples, QC Reports,

Fabric testing etc …

Requirements:

- 1-2 Years Experience in a Garment Technology/ Product Development role
- Degree in Garment Technology or Similar
- Excellent knowledge of Adobe Softwares, in particular Illustrator and InDesign
- Excellent attention to detail
- Excellent Organisation and planning skills
- Good knowledge of multi-product fit and grading
- Good understanding of Garment Construction and Manufacturing Processes.

Why Should you Apply:

- Great family run business who are passionate about our team and their growth
- As part of a fast growing brand with a small team, you will have the opportunity to

make your mark
- Opportunity for substantial long-term growth within the company

Salary/ Package:

- Salary to be discussed
- Monday – Friday – 9am - 5.30pm.
- Generous Employee discount.
- Pension scheme.



- Free onsite parking.
- 28 days holiday (inclusive of Bank Holidays).

Ultimately, at Harper & Lewis we are … All about Good Vibes, Nostalgic at
Heart, Passionate about Product, Here for our Tribe … We are looking for the
right person to help us Make it Happen!


